Do you want to know the secret to prosperity and good success? If so, this Easter season is the perfect time to claim the power of God's word in your life! In the spirit of April, we bring you a powerful book that will revolutionize the way you memorize, understand, and apply God's word to your life. The Joshua Code, by Dr. O.S. Hawkins, has compiled 52 key Scripture verses that address many of the challenges we face today including understanding salvation, temptation, prayer, grace, integrity, and more. Each verse includes a devotional teaching designed to help take us through the verse with an invitation to memorize the verse so that we can claim and memorize God's word for our own lives. The project is a celebration of March only being able to bring a unique opportunity to claim verses from the book of Joshua. As Dr. Hawkins says, "If we can learn to claim and memorize God's word, then we will have good success." (Joshua 1:8 NKJV)

Dr. Hawkins has compiled these verses with the purpose of transforming the way we think about God's word. By learning to claim and memorize Scripture, we can draw closer to God and claim his power and provision for our lives. The Crouch Family heartfelt thanks for your partnership with TBN.

Visit the Holy Land Experience in Orlando! The Holy Land Experience brings ancient Jerusalem alive! Open Tuesday-Saturday, 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM
4655 Vineland Road, Orlando, Florida 32811 | 1-800-447-7235
For more information please visit the website at: www.HolyLandExperience.com

The Crouch Family
by Dr. O.S. Hawkins
The Resurrection—Russian Icon Reproduction

Another beautiful Russian Icon reproduction for you from TBN! Collected over the centuries, Russian artists depicted stories from the Bible in brilliantly colored paintings called icons. These paintings were displayed in churches, monasteries, and homes throughout Russia. This reproduction of a 19th-century icon shows Jesus—resurrected in His glory—standing on the empty tomb with His hands outstretched in blessing, while two angels kneel in adoration and worship at His feet. This unique piece of art has been reproduced and placed in a golden frame just for you, our TBN family.

Your Praise-A-Thon pledge in the amount shown above will bring you this glorious depiction of the power and majesty of the Resurrection. Enjoy it this Easter season and throughout the year. It comes to you for delivery. NO PHONE ORDERS, PLEASE. Keep the lines open for Salvation, Prayer and Pledge Calls ONLY. God bless you!

The answer is found in God's word, so that we can claim and memorize God's word for our own lives.

Matthew 6:33 says, "But seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you." This means that when we put God first in our lives, he will bless us with all the things we need. When we focus on our own needs and desires, we often miss out on the blessings that God has in store for us. By seeking God's kingdom, we can trust that he will provide for us in ways that we couldn't possibly imagine.

Dr. Hawkins has compiled 52 key Scripture verses that address many of the challenges we face today, including understanding salvation, temptation, prayer, grace, integrity, and more. Each verse includes a devotional teaching designed to help take us through the verse with an invitation to memorize the verse so that we can claim and memorize God's word for our own lives.

The Crouch Family heartfelt thanks for your partnership with TBN.
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What Do We Ask for Now? (Continued from front)

So what do we ask for? Precious souls which were lost! Luke 19:10.

...and was between life and death, when I was diagnosed with cancer in 1990. I never thought I'd be here now carrying TBN Asia! Millions have come to the saving knowledge of Christ through the Trinity Family of Networks, and the outreach continues to grow—the Alfa Home network has expanded and reaches thousands of Arabic-speaking people online, while a local cable company in Hong Kong, a cable system with over 1,200,000 households, is now carrying TBN Asia. So what do we ask for? A Melissa! And what will we receive? Precious souls joining the family of God. But there's more—God also promises to meet our needs and to give us the desires of our heart. Join us in this month in continuing and expanding the vision of Paul Crouch—taking the gospel to a lost and needy world.

Missions…for the need of the called, and for the welfare of the church (Romans 15:20). And, now, inspired by this psalm, we have taken the biblical formula of “myrrh and aloes and cassia,” and created this wonderful fragrance into a perfume— the scent of Jesus' own garments! Bottled in a beautiful glass container, and capped with a royal crown, it is a sweet reminder of Jesus to the nations through your TBN Family of Networks! Actual Size

For about the cost of airtime on just one major market U.S. secular networks, TBN reaches countless direct-to-home satellite dishes worldwide. People with the Gospel!

Join Us for TBN's March 30 – April 4, 2014

Top 3 hosts: Rich Wilkerson, Jr., Seshmi Madani, and Maria Renata. How much do we love Israel? We went there in the middle of winter, and yes, it was cold. Continue the Vision with Your Prayers and Love, The Crouch Family

Join Us for TBN’s Praise-A-HIon

PLEDGE FOR BIBLE TEACHING PROGRAMS!

PLEDGE FOR PEACE & MISSIONS!

PLEDGE FOR MOVIES AND SPECIALS!

PLEDGE FOR TBN MISSIONS!

PLEDGE FOR TBN MOBILE!

PLEDGE FOR TV STATION!

PLEDGE FOR THE WORLD!

PLEDGE FOR BIBLE TEACHING PROGRAMS!

PLEDGE FOR TBN FAMILY OF NETWORKS!

PLEDGE FOR SPECIALTY & VARIETY PROGRAMS!

PLEDGE FOR PRAISE THE LORD!

PLEDGE FOR TBN STUDIOS!

PLEDGE FOR KIDS!

PLEDGE FOR SATellite!

PLEDGE FOR ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE!

PLEDGE FOR PRAISE TV NETWORK!

PLEDGE FOR KIDS & YOUTH!

PLEDGE FOR MOVIES & SPECIALS!

PLEDGE FOR BOOKS!

PLEDGE FOR THE WORLD!

PLEDGE FOR THE WORLD!

PLEDGE FOR THE WORLD!